Paris Agreement - The Threat
Dominica Sept 2017 “With
the sheer scale of the
devastation hampering relief
efforts, officials believe the
recovery process will take
several years and billions of
dollars”

https://www.theguardian.com/globaldevelopment/gallery/2017/sep/30/hurricane-maria-the-slow-road-torebuilding-stricken-dominica-in-pictures

The Thames at
Staines
th
10 Feb 2014

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-26111598

The Paris Agreement of 12th December 2015 (p1) Why?
Full document at: http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
The Threat – an urgent and potentially irreversible threat to human societies and the planet
“Recognizing that climate change represents an urgent and potentially irreversible threat to human societies
and the planet and thus requires the widest possible cooperation by all countries, and their participation in an
effective and appropriate international response, with a view to accelerating the reduction of global
greenhouse gas emission.”

Threats to the UK
Committee on Climate Change
Risk Assessment 2017
CCC Video on UK Risks:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDxmlvGiV9k

Paris Agreement - The Urgency
The gamble

“If we continue to send CO2 into our atmosphere
reaching a concentration of 450ppm CO2eq there
is just a 50% chance that global warming can be
kept to 2°C and therefore only a chance that the
consequences shown below will be less severe. ”
source: the International Energy Authority’s
Redrawing the Energy Climate Map – World
Energy Outlook Special (p13)

The Paris Agreement of 12th December 2015 (p1) Why?
Full document at: http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
The Urgency – emphasizing the need for urgency in addressing climate change
Also recognizing that deep reductions in global emissions will be required in order to achieve the ultimate
objective of the Convention and emphasizing the need for urgency in addressing climate change.”

“The window of opportunity to meet the 2-degree target may close in 20 years or less. And we may have
only five years to bend the emissions curve towards 1.5 degrees. We need at least a further 25 per cent cut
in emissions by 2020.” Antonio Guterres , the Secretary General of the United Nations 15th Nov 2017
http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/bonn_nov_2017/statements/application/pdf/opening_hls_cop23_guterres.pdf

Paris Agreement - The Shortfall
The Shortfall – By Nov 2017 Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs) added up to no more than a third
of the reductions needed to avoid 2C of global warming.
A UN Environmental Program (UNEP) report warned
that the 2020 NDC revisions must be more ambitious.
The Emissions Gap Report 2017 UNEP – Executive
summary
https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.118
22/22070/EGR_2017.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y

The Paris Agreement of 12th December 2015 (p2) Why?
Full document at: http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
The Shortfall – the urgent need to address the significant gap
“Emphasizing with serious concern the urgent need to address the significant gap between the aggregate
effect of Parties’ mitigation pledges in terms of global annual emissions of greenhouse gases by 2020 and
aggregate emission pathways consistent with holding the increase in the global average temperature to well
below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C above
pre-industrial levels”
Whilst Germany opens
new coal fields in Nov
2017
https://www.ecowatch.c
om/german-coalfields2507051369.html

Whilst the UK continues
to subsidise high carbon
fuel and obstruct low
carbon eg tidal lagoons,
solar and on-shore wind.
https://www.carbonbrief.org/autumn-budget-2017

Paris Agreement - The Status
the earliest possible
effective withdrawal
date by the United
States is Nov 4, 2020
the day after the next
President is elected.
Vice President John Kerry signs the Paris Agreement
at UN April 2017 – with granddaughter

President Donald Trump gives notice to leave
the Paris Agreement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_withdrawal
_from_the_Paris_Agreement

The Paris Agreement
Every country has signed or ratified and submitted Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) documents
to be found at: http://www4.unfccc.int/ndcregistry/Pages/Home.aspx
21 Governments inc UK ‘Mission Innovation’ partners will seek to double budgets, providing around $30
billion per year in governmental investment by 2021 http://mission-innovation.net/2016/06/02/inauguralmission-innovation-ministerial-pledges-unprecedented-support-for-clean-energy-research-anddevelopment/
UK is a ‘Party’ in its own right, and will need to submit a UK NDC to replace the EU wide one.

Paris Agreement - The Opportunities
‘London has
breached its annual
air pollution limits
just five days into
2017.’ Guardian 6th
Jan 2018

- Clean Air
- Local Jobs

Local jobs in
renewables and
retrofit
(Brixton Energy pic)

The Paris Agreement of 12th December 2015 (p15 109) Why?
Full document at: http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
”The Opportunities – co-benefits for adaptation, health and sustainable development
“Recognizes the social, economic and environmental value of voluntary mitigation actions and their cobenefits for adaptation, health and sustainable development…”

•

After installation renewables have minimal production costs - no continual rises

•

Local people and businesses owning power - not global profit driven businesses

•

No more reason to fight over access to fossil fuels

Climate change - the causes

The IPCC AR5 Synthesis report for 2010 (p7)

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emitted

https://climate.nasa.gov/causes/

Warms the planet, changing the Climate

Climate change - the effects

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2018/jan/02/2017-was-the-hottest-year-on-record-without-an-elnino-thanks-to-global-warming
America was also battered by climate fuelled extreme weather events in 2017. Research has already shown that global warming boosted
Hurricane Harvey’s record rainfall (and associated flooding) by about 38%. California’s record wildfire season was similarly fuelled by the
state’s hot summer. The southwestern states were cooked by record hot summer temperatures this year, and global warming is making
droughts in America and Europe worse. America was hit by 15 billion dollar weather and climate disasters in 2017, and it will likely be the
costliest such year on record once all of the hurricane damages are tallied.

Climate change - global 'mitigations'
Solutions involving
energy

CO2 equivalent reductions

From Drawdown http://www.drawdown.org/solutions/

Major players for global ‘mitigations'
- big business
Business
Innovation - Members of the Breakthrough Energy Coalition (BEC) have committed to invest more than $1 billion in
new technologies. There are 21 investors located around the world, including Bill Gates, MarkZuckerman, Richard
Branson http://www.b-t.energy/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/BreakthroughEnergyCoalition_Landscape.pdf
Businesses with game changing products include Tesla with solar roofs, batteries and electric cars combinations.
https://www.tesla.com/en_GB/solarroof?redirect=no

Business Reporting and disclosure of Climate Risk -More than 300 companies signed up to using science based targets
in their reporting http://sciencebasedtargets.org/
The Task Force on Climate Change Financial Disclosures will recommend “consistent, comparable, reliable, clear and
efficient climate-related disclosures.” https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/about/#
Breakthrough Energy Ventures have identified five areas that are especially promising but also underfunded. This is
where we will focus our investments:
•Grid-scale storage. For example storing energy as heat or in flywheels for when it’s dark or the wind isn’t blowing
•Liquid fuels. sunlight to create fuels that could power airplanes, trucks, and other big polluters without adding more
carbon to the atmosphere.
•Mini-grids. especially useful in poor regions, like parts of Africa and India, where larger grids aren’t practical.
•Alternative building materials. To construct all the buildings we’ll need by 2050, we need new carbon-neutral building
materials for homes and offices.
•Geothermal power. There is a phenomenal amount of energy stored up as heat under the Earth’s surface

Major players for global ‘mitigations' -cities
Copenhagen's ambitious push to be carbonneutral by 2025
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/apr/12/copenhage
n-push-carbon-neutral-2025

Cities
C40 is a global network of cities committed to addressing climate change in order to improve the health of our
people, our cities, and our planet. The C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group connect more than 90 of the world’s
greatest cities, representing over 650 million people and one quarter of the global economy. In Sept 2016
the C40 Mayors wrote to the G20 National leaders, meeting at that time in Hangzhou “we, mayors of the major cities
within the G20, call on our national leaders to work with us to build a low carbon, climate safe world.”
http://www.c40.org/networks

Backlash from the Trump line on Climate Change
At the U.S. Climate Action Pavilion at COP23, America’s
Pledge co-chairs Michael Bloomberg and California
Governor Jerry Brown released a new report, “America’s
Pledge Phase 1: States, Cities, and Businesses in the
United States Are Stepping Up on Climate Action,” and
presented it to UNFCCC Executive Secretary Patricia
Espinosa https://www.americaspledgeonclimate.com/

Major players for global ‘mitigations' - faith groups
Faith Groups
Muslims, Catholics, Protestants, Buddhists and Jews signed an Interfaith statement on Climate Change in Nov
2016 “...We thus ask our own faith communities for more commitments to divest from fossil fuels and invest into
renewable energy and targeted engagement with companies on climate change….”
http://www.interfaithstatement2016.org/

Leaders of UK Jewish,
Muslim, Church of England
and Catholic Faiths
in a letter to the Daily
Telegraph on 16th June 2015
(behind paywall):

“SIR – We write as faith leaders representing communities across the UK, united by
our shared concern about climate change. Thousands of us will be lobbying our
elected officials tomorrow in Westminster. We welcome people of all faiths and none
to join us. We urge the newly elected Government to take the necessary action to
tackle climate change: we will support them every step of the way.
Our faith calls us to care for creation and respect the environment created by God. It
is our duty to care for our planet so that our children and our grandchildren can enjoy
it as we have done, and because it is the world’s poorest people who are already
suffering the impacts of a changing climate.
Ban Ki-moon, the UN Secretary General, was right when he recently said: “Science
and religion are not at odds on climate change. Indeed, they are fully aligned.”
Rt Rev Nicholas Holtam
Bishop of Salisbury
Rabbi Laura Janner-Klausner
Senior Rabbi to Reform Judaism
Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra
Assistant Secretary General, Muslim Council of Britain
Rt Rev John Arnold
Catholic Bishop of Salford”

Uses of UK Energy
North London people can help

Sources of UK Energy
more than 50% of UK energy in 2017 from low carbon
Solar PV

between them, nuclear and renewables generated more electricity
in 2017 than all fossil fuels combined (inc nuclear)
https://www.carbonbrief.org/uk-low-carbon-generated-more-than-fossilfuels-in-2017

http://www.mygridgb.co.uk/

Transformation of UK energy - electricity
The UK electricity grid needs to be
upgraded and to cater for local
generation into the grid instead of
just central power out to customers

Greenpeace (Feb 2017) is confident that only a small
percentage of roof/land coverage would be needed to
power every home with Solar PV to provide this “we’d
need to devote about 0.34% (or 0.3%, if rounded to one
decimal place) of total UK land to match the power
used by homes in a single year.”

the Greenpeace video demonstrating solar coverage
https://www.facebook.com/greenpeaceuk/videos/101
53687631229229/

The UK electricity grid
• It needs even more smart monitoring and levelling (currently mainly dams for quick power)

•

It needs more Solar PV – personal, community, corporate, municipal

•

It needs more storage, and Electric Vehicles have a big role here Next Green Car
http://www.nextgreencar.com/electric-cars/environmental-benefits/

Transformation of UK energy – gas and heat

Bunhill Row uses Gas, and excess heat
from the Tube to heat surrounding buildings
and to generate electricity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SuBa9qYQ9VM

UK Heating infrastructure needs to be upgraded and innovative to supply most heating and hot water.
• We need more communal heat networks, using waste wherever possible
• The Gas grid needs gas from waste, manure biofuel, syngas
• More heat needs to come from other sources eg Geothermal, Heat pumps etc
• We need more Solar Thermal for hot water on homes and other buildings
Community by Design is spearheading London local waste to power schemes.
To get involved email:
info@leapadventure.co.uk
Or phone 020 8888 6293
Or 07864 002189
http://communitybydesign.co.uk/pages/anaerobic-digestion

Transformation of UK energy
- use less
Insulate windows, doors, walls, floors, roofs

Efficient A rated boilers

Transformation of London energy
Includes energy hierarchy and zero carbon
offsets for new developments

Greater London Authority (GLA)
under consultation
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-wedo/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan

Includes upgrade of energy infrastructure
9 . 3 .1 The Mayor will work with boroughs, energy
companies and major developers to promote the
timely and effective development of London’s energy
system(energy production, distribution, storage, supply
and consumption).

Sadiq Khan’s ‘A Greener Cleaner London’ manifesto promised that he would establish a
company called “Energy for Londoners… support local and community energy enterprises,
and buy clean energy generated across the city, using it to power GLA and TfL facilities.” The
company would provide “advice and support to those wanting to set up community energy
projects, and acting as a dating service for those wanting to be part of a community energy
projects with commercial premises with space for solar panels.” For energy generation and
energy efficiency Sadiq also promised to: “Make the most of the city’s roofs, public buildings
and land owned by TfL for energy generation by producing a solar energy strategy.”

Transformation of London energy

https://www.ashden.org/winners/greater-london-authority#continue

RE:FIT London helps a range of organisations, including as London boroughs, NHS bodies, central
government departments, schools and other educational establishments and cultural and heritage
organisations to implement retrofit projects.
Lamp posts are being adapted to charge vehicles
For drivers of electric vehicles with a smart cable
Simple and Cheap
The Hounslow Ubitricity trial

Camden Council has launched a fund to help with the costs
of installing renewable energy systems and make energy
efficiency improvements to homes, businesses and
community spaces. http://news.camden.gov.uk/save-energyand-money-with-the-new-camden-climate-fund/

The London Community Energy Fund
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-wedo/environment/energy/london-community-energy-fund

Islington council “aims to help community
groups develop and deliver energy projects
which will benefit Islington residents.” with its
Community Energy Fund
https://www.islington.gov.uk/energy-andpollution/energy/community-energy-fund

What can North London people do?
If you pay electricity and gas bills
Go to Green Electricity Marketplace (GEM) at http://www.greenelectricity.org/index.php
Enter your postcode and annual usage in kWh from your bills
Want to buy 100% renewable energy?
For full list of fuel mixes go to Electricityinfo @ http://electricityinfo.org/fuel-mix-of-uk-domestic-electricity-suppliers/

You still get the same mix of electricity from the grid, but for every 100% renewable 1kWh you buy the
supplier buys 1kWh of wind, solar, hydro or biofuel - thus expanding supply:
Good Energy @ 100%. They say that their energy comes from certified renewables such as sunshine, wind, water and Biogen, and are
investing in the Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon.
Green Energy UK uses “the power of falling water, the sun, the wind, and organic waste material” Green Energy UK gives Free Shares to all it’s
customers, giving them a say in the business. Green Energy also offers a variable Tide tariff, encouraging the use of offpeak electricity to
charge Electric Vehicles, and piloting the concept of lowering prices when renewables peak (eg solar midday).
Green Star Energy @ 99.8%. They say that, of this, 50% is from Hydroelectric power and 40% from Wind.
Ecotricity @ 100%, “We generate around 30% of the green electricity we supply ourselves through our own growing fleet of wind and sun
parks – the rest we buy from other green generators”.
Marks and Spencer “We’ll generate hydro power in Great Britain that’s the equivalent of our customers’ electricity consumption, from 46 hydro
power stations based in Scotland.” (M&S Energy is supplied by SSE, so the volume used by M&S energy customers is part of SSE’s renewable
figures)
Solarplicity “We’re one of the UK’s leading renewable energy providers” (was LoCO2) The fuel mix page shows that 53% comes from biofuels,
22% from Hydropower and 21% from wind for instance. Solarplicity has a higher kWh cost but no daily standing charge.

Companies with 100% renewable for some tariffs
Ovo Energy Greener Energy tariff @ 100% Our renewables mix includes technologies such as solar, wind and hydro.
EDF Energy Renewable (2) tariff says that the fuel mix is 100% renewable
Bristol Energy My Green Plus says “My Green Plus is currently available in the South West regions, and we hope to make the tariff available
across the whole of the UK in the near future.”
The Co-op offers a ‘User Chooser’ fuel mix tariff’

What can North London people do?
If you pay electricity and gas bills
Go to Green Electricity Marketplace (GEM) at http://www.greenelectricity.org/index.php
Enter your postcode and annual usage in kWh from your bills
‘Want to keep the coal in the Hole?’
For full list of fuel mixes go to Electricityinfo @ http://electricityinfo.org/fuel-mix-of-uk-domestic-electricity-suppliers/
If you want to boycott electricity generated from the dirtiest source – coal, you can avoid providers that have coal
in their fuel mix.
Of the big six energy companies the mandatory reporting for 2013-14 shows the percentage of their electricity
originating from coal were:
EDF energy @ 15.7%
E.on @ 13.5%
British Gas @ 11%
SSE @ 9%
Scottish Power @ 7%
nPower/RWE @ 1.2%
Note that Angelica Islingtons energy label uses Robin Hood Energy which is 13.5% coal
If you want to compare carbon emissions per fuel source go to http://www.mygridgb.co.uk/data-sources/ for IPCC data

What can North London people do?
If you own a home
Stop heating outside

What can you insulate? – windows, doors, walls, floors,
roofs - thus being warmer with lower bills as well as
saving energy

Does your boiler waste energy (and pollute the air)
http://www.gassaver.co.uk/buy-gassaver.html

Do you waste electricity on old fashioned light bulbs?
They can use 10 times the kWh more than LEDs
– money and carbon
https://www.which.co.uk/reviews/lightbulbs/article/recommendations/which-best-buy-light-bulbs

What can North London people do?
If you own a home
Installing generating capacity and water heating on your own property

Do you have places for solar PV for electricity
or solar thermal for hot water?
Roof? Garage? Shed? Conservatory?
See the Energy Savings Trust for quick calculators for
cost and savings.
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/scotland/toolscalculators/solar-energy-calculator

Solar thermal for hot water

Do you have a place to charge a car, van or electric bike? Or a nearby charging place?
See Zap Maps https://www.zap-map.com/charge-points/public-charging-point-networks/
Use all that you generate and help the
UK update its infrastructure

Batteries cover the mismatch of home
consumption and generation and also
to provide ‘smart’ smoothing to reduce
the need for new high carbon
electricity sources – at additional cost
http://www.mygridgb.co.uk/residential-solar/

What can North London people do?
If you rent your home
https://www.cse.org.uk/advice/advice-and-support
http://www.chimsoc.co.uk/

Can you insulate – windows, doors, walls, floors, roofs, chimneys
- thus being warmer with lower bills as well as saving energy

Can you put thermal linings in your curtains, foil behind your radiator, draught proofing
around your windows - thus being warmer with lower bills as well as saving energy
Do you have a place to charge a car, van or electric bike? Or a nearby charging place?
See Zap Maps https://www.zap-map.com/charge-points/public-charging-point-networks/
Does your boiler waste energy (and pollute the air)
Remind your landlord that he/she is obliged to put in energy saving improvements
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-private-rented-property-minimum-standard-landlord-guidancedocuments

What can North London people do?
If you drive
Make your next car an electric.

My Next Green Car has
all you need to know

http://www.nextgreencar.com/electric-cars/

Your next electric car will be a mini power station.
Nissan and one of the UK’s biggest challenger energy
suppliers, Ovo, will offer the “vehicle-to-grid” service …….
Ovo will then automatically trade electricity from the
battery, topping it up during off-peak periods when power
costs about 4p per kilowatt hour (kWh), and selling it at
peak times for about four times as much.
Nissan says that “If all the vehicles on UK roads are electric,
vehicle-to-grid technology could generate a virtual power
plant of up to 370 GW. This energy capacity would be
enough to power the UK, Germany and France.”
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/oct/02/electric-carbattery-savings-nissan-leaf-ovo Guardian 2nd Oct 2017
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-switch-to-electric-vehicleswould-add-just-10-per-cent-to-uk-power-demand (and any increase

needs to be renewable)

What can North London people do?
If you drive
EVs have much lower carbon (CO2) emissions than petrol/diesel over the lifetime of a vehicle
According to Next Green Car “The life cycle carbon emissions for a typical electric car using
the average UK mix electricity are around 100 gCO2/km……
the emissions for a small new car….. are approximately 170 gCO2/km.”

Electric cars are cheaper to run.

Check out first Shell
EV forecourt service
On the Holloway Rd

If you use clean
electricity the CO2
will be even lower.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/
2017/dec/01/electric-cars-already-cheaperto-own-and-run-than-petrol-or-diesel-study

EVs have the huge co-benefit of much much lower polluting emissions than petrol and particularly diesel

What can North London people do?
If you have a pension pot
Are you content for your Trustees to keep it in fossil fuel?
Look at the Assetinvestments?
Owners Disclosure project lists pensions to see the climate risk
management score for your pension. http://aodproject.net/global-climate-500-index/
Read the Guardian ‘keep it in the ground’ guide to reducing fossil fuel in your pension pot.
https://www.theguardian.com/money/2015/may/09/how-get-pension-fund-divest-fossil-fuels

Complete and send the template letter to your pension provider

If you have savings
Tilney Best Invest has an Ethical and Green report, explaining the issues and
options and listing their ‘top ethical picks’ where most of the funds listed are
almost fossil fuel free and others only invest in wind/solar.
As fossil fuel is replaced by renewables there is no reason to assume traditional
investments will perform better.
https://www.bestinvest.co.uk/guides/our-top-ethical-and-green-investing-ideas
(note no advice is being given here. Consult your usual financial advisor)

What can North London people do?
If you have capital, you could invest in local renewable energy
For those who have funds that are not tied up in Pensions etc there are increasingly ways to invest in Renewable
energy. Although schemes are not protected by the FCA, returns are often underwritten in part by Government
schemes, such as FITS, RHI, ROC and this should be taken into account by your financial adviser.

Local groups hope
to raise local
investments for
Solar in 2018

En10ergy - Woodside High School White Hart Lane
En10ergy has applied for start up funds for:
• Hornsey Girls School
• St Michaels primary school
• Fusion sports Centre in White Hart Lane

Power Up North London (PUNL) – St Annes C&E
church West Lane Highgate
PUNL has also applied for start up funds for new
schemes and these may have share offers in 2018:
• LUX, Waterlow Park
• Caversham Group Practice

What can North London people do?
If you want to offset your carbon emissions

Make Earth Great Again
Offset USA emissions by Trump Forest “where ignorance grows trees”
https://trumpforest.com “We're planting a global forest to offset Trump's monumental
stupidity. We need your help. #TRUMPFOREST”

Or offset your emissions with Pure Leapfrog:
1. We have developed a simplified way to offset your household and individual carbon
emissions here.
2. You can work out your business emissions using our excel calculator, available here,
and then offset the amount of tonnes here.

What can North London people do?
If you want to lobby
Sign up to lobbying organisations and lobby on the issues that concern you. For instance:
350.org “we must reduce the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere from its current level of 400
parts per million to below 350 ppm.”
Council investment in fossil fuels: 350° org has an interactive tool to discover what
every Council invests in fossil fuels https://gofossilfree.org/uk/fuellingthefire/#map
38 Degrees – A UK wide organisation. “With 38 Degrees, you can start a petition on any
issue that’s close to your heart. It only takes a few minutes to get started.”
AVAAZ “The Avaaz community campaigns in 15 languages, served by a core team on 6
continents and thousands of volunteers.
Greenpeace – “Climate change isn’t inevitable. We have the knowledge, skills and
technologies to get ourselves out of this difficult situation. All over the world people have
woken up to the threat, and are working to reduce the use of fossil fuels, stop rainforest
destruction and get power from clean energy. Still much more needs to be done.”
Friends of the Earth campaign to stop Climate Change, as well as Saving the Arctic,
Defending the Oceans, Defending the Forests, Eliminating Toxins and fighting Fracking.
Your MP https://www.theyworkforyou.com/mp/

Your Mayor https://www.london.gov.uk/about-

Your local Assembly member

us/contacting-city-hall-and-mayor#Stub-126616

https://www.london.gov.uk/people/assembly

